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It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

Prim Bulletin
When I lost my temper, I lost my reason
too. I am never proud of anything which
angrily I do. When I talked in anger, and
my cheeks are flaming red, I have always
uttered something which I wish I had not
said.

Yet another month of learning. Another
opportunity to progress. Another chance to
rectify our mistakes. Another way of life in
all its freshness and marvel! October was
smoothest for us. Events planned were
executed meticulously.

In anger I have never done a kindly deed
or wise. Bur many things for which I felt I
should apologise. In looking back across
my life, And all I’ve lost or made, I cant
recall a single time when fury ever paid.
Keep your cool. Keep your calm. Be strong.

Message for the month - What do we know
of being in control of ourselves?
Our thought is a dwelling-place that we can,
if we choose, make clean, sweet and serene,
full of harmonious notes; but we can also
make it into a dark and dreadful lair filled
with sad sounds and discordant cries.
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With Love and Hope,
Editor, Prim Buddies
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Poetry – Love thy Pets!
Contributions from the Primary Section
Once there was a dog,
Who lived inside the fog.
If it is so dark,
It will bark.
It catches thieves,
Everyone can have a dog,
If it does not break a log.
A dog can be black and white.
It cannot be red and white.
It likes to chew bones,
And its work is always done.

Meow… Meow…Pussy cat
Caught the thieves.
The thieves go down to steal the tea.
And go and steal the wheat.
The pussy cat caught the thieves.
The pussy cat said,
“The rats sold the tea”.
If you want to be a police,
Come to me.
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Poetry – Love thy Pets!
Contributions from the Primary Section
The parrot sat on the old tree
He had an important matter to think
through
With green wing and a very red beak
What kind of job should he do?
He didn’t want a job that was tiresome
Or one that would become a bore
The parrot wanted to fill his days,
With an occupation that would make him
travel a lot.
After talking with the old fig tree
And thinking it over a long, long time
The parrot knew what he wanted to be,
A messenger of the air.

Teene ,Weene the turtle,
Trained to become a teacher,
Opened a new school named
‘Sea animals kindergarten’
Sea horse, sea mouse, sea lice,
Gold fish, star fish, clown fish,
Crab, prawns were the pupils of
Turtle teacher the turtle taught
The pupils to catch prey,
To swim to the beach, to hide
From enemies and ride on a tide!
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A picture is worth a thousand words!
Contributions from the Primary Section

Quote of the Month
“It is only in quietness and peace that one can know what is the best thing to do”
The Mother
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